The challenges of in silico contributions to drug metabolism in lead optimization.
The site of metabolism (SOM) predictions by CYP 3A4 are extremely important during the drug discovery process especially during the lead discovery or library design phases. With the ability to rapidly characterize metabolites from these enzymes, the challenges facing in silico contribution change during the drug optimization phase. Some of the challenges are addressed in this article. Some aspects of the SOM prediction software and methodology are discussed in this opinion article and examples of software utility in overcoming metabolic instability in drug optimization are shown. SOM prediction by various approaches is discussed. Two ways of overcoming metabolic instability, blocking the metabolic softspots and rational modification of the instable molecule to avoid interaction with the CYP pocket, are discussed. The contribution plot in MetaSite and its use are discussed. The reader will gain an understanding of possible approaches to either blocking the metabolic softspot or rationally modifying the molecule using MetaSite software or docking approaches. Blocking metabolism using fluorination has risks especially introducing multifluorinated benzene rings in the molecule. During the lead optimization phase of drug discovery, when metabolic instability is an issue in a series, in silico approaches can be used to modify the molecule in order to decrease clearance due to metabolism, even that due to CYP3A4.